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website at: Payment ClicknSave Media is an independent entity and has
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payments.Authorities in western Germany have arrested a man they
believe to be an Islamist who fled to Syria in the hunt for jihad. Berlin
police arrested the 27-year-old on suspicion of supporting and financing
acts of terrorism
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So the process is: Let's say for example that you have two copies of
Firefox. Do both urls bring you to Firefox's homepage? Yes, because the
redirect requests are processed by the browser itself. However, it'll be
handled differently depending on what browser is used. The difference
will be that, using Firefox, a redirected request will pass through the
browser's built-in browser cache. However, in some cases, if that Firefox
is not installed, you can use the browser's cache like a proxy, even
though the two addresses are served by the same server. Both servers
will have cached the URL, but Firefox will cache the URL as separate
lines, and then redirect it to the new URL. Chrome will make one URL,
but will not cache it, so it'll cache two lines: the original, and the URL
with the new domain. And since one of the two URLs is cached, and one
isn't, it'll load the 'non-cached' one instead. So, I'd recommend just
serving one URL to everyone. If it happens to be a cached version, it'll
be cached for everyone, but if you only want to cache a portion of the
site's resources, then it's good to cache those. Another way to serve a
single URL is to just set an Expires header in the response. So, for
example, you could be serving this page: This page will be cached
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